
This is pages 2 – mid 5. It is the start of a REGENTS level 

chapter. It is very visual and concept based. Very few 

equations, lots of drawing. 





Forms of energy transfer

Particle

 Transfers both energy and matter.

Particles are bundles of matter that move. 



Forms of energy transfer

Wave

 Transfers energy without transferring matter.

A wave is energy moving. 



 a wave that does require a medium (material) to 

transfer energy.

 Examples – sound waves

string instruments

earth quakes

water waves

One category of waves is mechanical, they NEED a medium



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TnPS3ZpKmcM

Go to youtube to watch the video. Without air (medium) 

sound can’t travel. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TnPS3ZpKmcM


 a wave that does not require a medium to transfer 

energy.

 Examples – Light

Microwave

Radio

Infrared (IR)

Ultraviolet (UV)

X-ray

Gamma

The other category of waves is Electromagnetic (EM), they 

DON’T need a medium



 Longitudinal – the particles of the medium 

move parallel to the direction of the wave 

energy.

Mechanical waves can be longitudinal or transverse







 Transverse – the particles of the medium move 

perpendicular to the direction of the wave energy.

Mechanical waves can be transverse or longitudinal. 

EM waves are transverse. 









 Wave pulse – a single bump or 

disturbance  (1/2 wave)



 Cycle – one complete wave 

(vibration)



 Periodic wave – a series of pulses 

(waveform, continuous)



Record the correct amount of each of the 

following properties:



Record the correct amount of each of the 

following properties:
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2

6

2.5



Draw a waveform having an amplitude of 

2.0 m and a wavelength of 4.0 m.



Draw a waveform having an amplitude of 

2.0 m and a wavelength of 4.0 m.

You also could have started with a crest and drawn a cosine 

curve, or started with a trough. There are options as long as 

the amplitude and wavelength are correct. 



In which direction will point A travel in the next instant of time?

Look 
behind 
you!!!



In which direction will point A travel in the next instant of time?

Look 
behind 
you!!!

Particle A moves UP as the crest approaches it. 



 In which direction is the string particle 

moving at this instant?

 Sketch the wave and particle after ¼ of a 

period from the time shown in a).

 Sketch the wave and particle after ½ of a 

period from the time shown in a).

 How long does it take one complete cycle 

to pass a given point?

 How far will the wave energy travel in one 

period? 



 In which direction is the string particle 

moving at this instant?

 Sketch the wave and particle after ¼ of a 

period from the time shown in a).

 Sketch the wave and particle after ½ of a 

period from the time shown in a).

 How long does it take one complete cycle 

to pass a given point?

 How far will the wave energy travel in one 

period? 

UP

One period (T)

One wavelength



 Frequency ( ƒ ) – the number of waves 

(cycles, complete vibrations) experienced 

in one second. 

 Unit – Hertz (Hz) = 1/sec

total

# waves
f=

t

* Not on Reference Table



Which wave has a higher frequency?  

Explain.



Which wave has a higher frequency?  

Explain.

Both have a frequency of 1.0 Hz



 Period ( T ) – the time required for one 

complete vibration (wave, cycle) to 

occur. 

• Unit - seconds (s)

1
T=

f
* Not on Reference Table

totalt
T = 

# waves



1. Periodic waves (series of pulses) are produced by a wave generator at the 

rate of one wave every 0.50 second.  What is the period of the wave to the 

correct number of significant figures?

2. If the frequency of a sound wave is 440. cycles per second, its period is 

___________ seconds.

3. If the frequency of a sound wave is doubled, the period of the sound wave is



1. Periodic waves (series of pulses) are produced by a wave generator at the 

rate of one wave every 0.50 second.  What is the period of the wave to the 

correct number of significant figures?

T = 0.50 second (The period is the time for one cycle, it was given)

2. If the frequency of a sound wave is 440. cycles per second, its period is 

___________ seconds.

T = 1/f = 1/440. Hz = 2.27 x10-3 seconds = 0.00227 (Zero to left not significant)

3. If the frequency of a sound wave is doubled, the period of the sound wave is

(1) halved 


